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Documenting the Charismatics
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How can a curious observer begin to understand what is happening in the various
segments of the charismatic movement today? I know of no easy answer to this question,
precisely because charismatic renewal itself represents such a complex, tension-filled
phenomenon. Though it usually claims to be trans-institutional, the movement is nevertheless
shot through with institutional structures of its own. Though it exhibits many ecumenical
features, it frequently manifests strong denominational loyalties as well. Though it can easily be
perceived as anti-intellectual in character, one finds solid thinking among some of its adherents, a
portion of which must be called scholarly by contemporary standards.

My purpose in this short exercise is to review some of the current literature produced by
the movement (particularly the Lutheran, Episcopal, and Roman Catholic branches of it which I
know best) so as to mark out a public body of self-testimony by charismatics. Like any group
claiming special insights, the charismatic movement cannot be understood, finally, except from
the inside. Nevertheless, as Christians committed to the open proclamation of the Gospel,
charismatics feel the need to articulate their claims for all in language intelligible to all. Thus, we
can now distinguish a block of literature emerging from the movement which represents
something more than in-house community building. It is this boundary writing, in which
charismatics want to explain themselves to us all, that I want to explore. In my view, it has
become generally less strident, more reflective, and therefore more believable than before.

One genre within this boundary literature is the popular journal aimed toward members of
a particular denomination. Just last year Lutheran Renewal International (2701 Rice Street, St.
Paul, MN 55113) made its debut among us. Though its editorial board contains names familiar to
those acquainted with the Lutheran charismatic movement in North America, one also finds
reporters from South America, Europe, and Asia. The intent of this publication seems twofold: to
introduce charismatic renewal to Lutheran pastors and lay leaders on a large scale (see Larry
Christenson�s article �What is Charismatic Renewal?� in the spring, 1980 issue) and to convince
readers that this renewal is a continuing force to be reckoned with in Lutheranism throughout the
world. The tone here is mod-
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erate and irenic, for the underlying purpose is obviously to build bridges. Less ecumenical and
more devoted to its own charismatic constituents is Acts 29: Newsletter of the Episcopal Renewal
Ministries (published from 769 Wye Road, Bath, OH 44210). Here too, however, the editors are
clearly hoping to establish sympathetic contacts with those who would probably not call
themselves charismatics. In the January-February, 1981 issue, for example, authors of two short



articles note with approval the sponsoring of a seminar on healing by the Office of Lay Ministry
of the Episcopal Church and the appearance of the Roman Catholic charismatic Cardinal Leo
Suenens as worship leader at a national conference of Episcopal bishops. In addition, the Rev.
Robert W. McKewin offers a longer piece on healing from the perspective of the Order of St.
Luke, a guild originating in the Episcopal Church prior to the emergence of the charismatic
movement and open to members of all Christian denominations. Since the recent demise of
Catholic Charismatic, published until last year by Paulist Press, the major popular journal for
Roman Catholic charismatics in the U.S. is New Covenant. This publication can be ordered from
840 Airport Blvd., P.O. Box 8617, Ann Arbor, MI 48107. Featured on the cover of the February,
1981 issue is an article entitled �The Charismatic Renewal and the Sugar-Coated Gospel.� This
cover story is actually an interview with the Anglican charismatic clergyman Michael Harper,
who sets forth the view that much of what goes on in the contemporary renewal movement,
particularly in North America, amounts to a kind of tranquilizer against the cross of Christ.
Harper cites as the four most prophetic voices in the world today those of Malcolm Muggeridge,
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Mother Teresa, and Pope John Paul II. Whatever one may think of
Harper�s choices, one has to ponder the fact that these people are not usually identified as
charismatics. To state the matter another way, some charismatic literature now reveals that
people within the movement can be publicly critical of themselves and that the basis for their
critique may come from sources outside the movement. Finally, in the journal category, it seems
important to mention Sojourners, the Washington, D.C. publication which has spoken so
forcefully on behalf of an evangelical protestant approach to liberal and radical politics. Lately,
however, this journal has reflected an attempt by its mother community in Washington to
combine its political stance with a more catholic style of spirituality. This shift is especially
evident in essays published recently by Henri Nouwen, Richard Rohr, and Graham Pulkingham,
all of whom serve on the Sojourners editorial board. Roman Catholic Rohr and Anglican
Pulkingham are well known members of the charismatic movement.

Books issued by mainline religious publishers constitute a second category of boundary
literature by means of which charismatics are attempting to explain themselves to the church at
large. Again, in my experience, Lutherans, Episcopalians, and Roman Catholics have taken the
lead in this venture. The one notable exception is Presbyterian James D. G. Dunn who currently
teaches in the Anglican Department of Theology at the University of Nottingham. Dunn appears,
at present, to be the scholarly giant of the charismatic movement. A lecturer in New Testament,
he has produced four critical works of international stature: Baptism in the Holy Spirit (1970);
Jesus and the Spirit (1975); Unity and Diversity in the New Testament (1977); and Christology in
the Making (1980). All of these books, available from the Westminster Press, seek to establish
charismatic claims on the basis of current research methodologies. Among Lutherans, the
German theologian Arnold
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Bittlinger stands out as a moderate and scholarly exponent of the charismatic approach. His Gifts
and Graces: A Commentary on 1 Corinthians 12-14 was published by Eerdmans in 1968.
Bittlinger�s most recent major work (as yet untranslated) is the massive Papst und Pfingstler:
Der römisch-katholisch-pfingstliche Dialog und seine ökumenische Relevanz (Frankfurt am
Main: Peter Lang, 1978). It is reviewed in the summer, 1980 issue of the Journal for Ecumenical



Studies. Episcopalian charismatics are represented in the book category by maverick clergyman
Morton Kelsey, formerly a teacher of theology at Notre Dame. Kelsey combines his advocacy of
charismatic renewal with a strongly Jungian perspective. His works include Speaking with
Tongues: An Experiment in Spiritual Experience (Epworth, 1965); Healing and Christianity
(Harper and Row, 1973); The Other Side of Silence (Paulist, 1978); Discernment: A Study in
Ecstasy and Evil (Paulist, 1978); and Afterlife: The Other Side of Dying (Paulist, 1979). A more
cautious and orthodox endorsement of charismatic renewal from within the Anglican
Communion is to be found in Holy Spirit (SPCK, 1977) by the former Archbishop of Canterbury,
Michael Ramsey. By far, the largest group of charismatic authors writing to the whole church
thinks of Roman Catholicism as its home base. Here one recalls Cardinal Suenens� A New
Pentecost? (Seabury, 1975) and Ways of the Spirit (ed. by E. Hamilton; Seabury, 1976). In this
country Kilian McDonnell, O.S.B., has achieved wide recognition for his three major works: The
Holy Spirit and Power: The Catholic Charismatic Renewal (Doubleday, 1975); Charismatic
Renewal and the Churches (Seabury, 1976); and The Charismatic Renewal and Ecumenism
(Paulist, 1978). In all of these McDonnell presents cogent sociological and theological arguments
for the viability of the charismatic movement. Jesuit scholar Donald L. Gelpi of the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley endeavors to connect renewal by the Spirit with orthodox
structures in his Charism and Sacrament: A Theology of Christian Conversion (Paulist, 1976).
Gelpi�s Experiencing God (Paulist, 1977) is a more ambitious project which attempts to set
charismatic renewal into dialogue with current trends in philosophy and psychology. Finally, two
Catholic professors of New Testament may be cited as representatives of the charismatic
movement whose personal views play a significant role in their scholarly works. These are David
M. Stanley, S.J., author of Boasting in the Lord: The Phenomenon of Prayer in St. Paul (Paulist,
1973) and George T. Montague, who has produced The Holy Spirit: Growth of a Biblical
Tradition (Paulist, 1976). Montague also writes popular biblical studies for the journal New
Covenant.

This short overview makes no claim to comprehensiveness, even with regard to the
boundary literature I have surveyed. But perhaps enough material has been set down to establish
the thesis that some charismatics, at least, are making significant efforts to articulate their
experience for the broader church in a public and intellectually responsible manner.


